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The 5 ritziest real estate trends
for 2015

UP until recently, the idea of indie versus mainstream wasn’t
a discussion or even a consideration when it came to choosing a
Miami hotel.
For years, it barely mattered where you stayed if you wanted
to be part of the South Beach action. Collins Avenue and Ocean
Drive
were full of Art
Deco hotels that needed renovations and a
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friendlier, more competent staff. Restaurants served huge overly
sweet drinks and mass-market menus that resembled a knockoff
version of Applebee’s, except with even more fried items. And
nightlife was a decaying hotel bar or a velvet-roped nightmare.
But none of this was the point. You were in Miami for the
beach, the sunshine and the beautiful people. It wasn’t about a
wealth of options.
It is now.
Last Friday during Art Basel, we popped over to the new
SLS Hotel for Niche Media’s annual Women in Arts Luncheon,
hosted by Art Basel Miami Beach magazine’s Sue Hostetler. It
was a society crowd (honorees included Beth Rudin DeWoody
and Michele Oka Doner) — the kind of ladies-who-lunch event
that would typically bore us into drooling slumber. But then we
were introduced to French Vogue’s New York correspondent,
Carole Sabas, and we started talking about how she was enjoying
her stay at a cool new spot called the Freehand.
The Freehand is a youth hostel.
Just off Collins Avenue on Indian Creek Drive, the Freehand
is a renovated Art Deco building (the former Indian Creek Hotel)
updated by the of-the-moment Roman and Williams design
team and brought to you by the developers of New York’s Ace
and NoMad hotels. It feels so indie that a friend we brought there
Thursday said that he loved it but that it was perhaps “a little too
Brooklyn” for him.
For Miami, the Freehand and its Broken Shaker outdoor bar
are a revelation. Imagine a hostel (with cozy, clean and efficiently
designed $45-a-person rooms that sleep eight in bunk beds, as
well as $150 private king-bed rooms) that has something like
the Chateau Marmont patio in the back — but with ping-pong
tables, Jenga and better drinks, thanks to cocktail mavens Elad
Zvi and Gabriel Orta, who are growing basil, lavender and peppermint in their backyard and using the herbs to make potent
punch bowls.
Yes, this is a spot for a “Brooklyn crowd” (Miami food-truck
star Jeremiah Bullfrog is opening a restaurant here), but it’s also

A flock of celebrated international architects are now dazzling the Manhattan
skyline with their first-ever New York City residential projects. Japan’s Tadao Ando,
whose honors include the prestigious Pritzker and Kyoto prizes, makes his Gotham
debut with 152 Elizabeth St., which will soon launch sales. Half-floor apartments at
this seven-unit condominium will start at $5.9 million, with full-floors starting at
$15 million.
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